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Gaussian Processes for treatment of model defects
or

The tale of the mysteries of nuclear data evaluation, the peril of model defects, 
and how the Gaussian Process saves the day.

A large part of the presentation is based on work 
performed by G.Schnabel and P.Helgesson when they 
were active at Uppsala University 1

SAINT Workshop on the use of machine learning and artificial 
intelligence in radiation science on January 13-14, 2021



Nuclear data describes 

• Probability (cross-sections)  for reactions 

between particles  (e.g. neutrons) and mater

Paramount in nuclear Science and engineering:

• Reactor physics

• Critical safety

• Reactordosimetry /aging

• Nuclear medicine
• Astro physics

• Radiation protection

• Waste handling

Nuclear data
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Nuclear data
Need to be known  
for
• Many isototopes

~2800
• Large span of  

energies 0-200 
MeV 

• Many reactions
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Nuclear data
• Nuclear data is measured 

at accelerators and 
reactors. 

• Experimental data needs 
to be complemented with 
nuclear physics models 
– Extrapolation/ 

interpolation (energy, 
isotopes, reactions) 

– Physical consistencies 
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Physical consistencies
1+1 = 2
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Nuclear data evaluation 
• The process of combining  measurements and theory is 

referred to as nuclear data evaluation 
• The results are stored in international nuclear data 

libraries. 
– JEFF 3.3 
– ENDF/B - VIII.0 
– TENDL2019
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Uncertainties
Uncertainties important, but not trivial to obtain

- model defects
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Model defects
• Model defects = the model cannot reproduce the reality
• The bias will supersede the estimated uncertainty

Measurements Physical reality

Linear model + uncertainties (95 %)

The idea and part of the figure is adapted from Georg Schnabel, “Large Scale Bayesian Nuclear Data Evaluation with 
Consistent Model Defects,” Ph.D, TUW, 2015. Supervisor .H.Leeb. 
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Treatment: Uncertainty inflation

• The best estimate of the model is kept but the 
uncertainty is inflated.

Inflated 
uncertainty
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Treatment 2: Prediction / model correction

• The model defect is estimated and corrected for 
• Model +model defect describe the the experimental observations. 

Model + model defect
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Your experience on model defects? 

• www.menti.com 44 16 14 8
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http://www.menti.com/


Evaluation results sensitive to 
model defects
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Magnitude of model defect

Plenty of evidence in literature that 
model defects deteriorate Nuclear 
Data evaluations if not accounted for. 

P. Helgesson et al., “Assessment of Novel Techniques for 
Nuclear Data Evaluation,” Reactor Dosimetry: 16th 
International Symposium, Nov. 2018, doi: 
10.1520/STP160820170087

https://doi.org/10.1520/STP160820170087


Can we treat model 
defects using Gaussian 

Processes? 
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www.menti.com 44 16 14 8

http://www.menti.com/


Gaussian Processes

( )( ), 0; , '; ,m prior GP E E Aε κ λ

• mean 
function

• Cov(x,x’; A,λ)

A
λ

14
C. E. Rasmussen and C. K. I. Williams, Gaussian processes for 
machine learning. Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2006.

http://www.it.uu.se/edu/course/homepage/apml/GP/



GP- 2 points: joint distribution
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Conditioned on data
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( )1 2p f f

2: 1Data f =



Gaussian process posterior

Posterior
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Treating model defects with GP
• Standard treatment of model defect: ( ); ;   m mj j Pf Gy E β ε ε ε= + + 

( )( ), 0; , '; ,m prior GP E E Aε κ λ

mε Prior
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Treating model defects with GP
• Standard treatment of model defect: ( ); ;   m mj j Pf Gy E β ε ε ε= + + 
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Hyper parameters

( )( ), 0; , '; ,m prior GP E E Aε κ λ
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Hyper parameters  (A, λ) 
determined by 
• Marginal Likelihood Optimization
• Cross validation 

A

λmε
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Solution 1:  Treating model defects 
adding GP on the observable

• New model: ( ) ,;j m posteriorf E β ε+
mε

• None parametric
• Closed form solution  
• Flexibility in choice of covariance. 
• Account for data uncertainties 

Posterior
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Example fitting three miss-specified 
Gaussian peaks. 
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( ) ,; m posteriorf Z β ε+

[1]
P. Helgesson and H. Sjöstrand, “Fitting a defect non-linear model with or without 
prior, distinguishing nuclear reaction products as an example,” Review of Scientific 
Instruments, vol. 88, no. 11, p. 115114, Nov. 2017, doi: 10.1063/1.4993697.

With GP:Without GP

https://doi.org/10.1063/1.4993697


Nuclear model (TALYS) on (26−FE−56(N,P)25−MN−56
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• The model                          describes the data well ( );j mf E β ε+
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Problems
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• Hard to integrate in a full evaluation (sum rules)
• Difficulties with constant hyperparameters (resonances)

• Possible solution:
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G. Schnabel and H. Sjöstrand, “A first sketch: Construction of model defect priors inspired by 
dynamic time warping,” EPJ Web Conf., vol. 211, p. 07005, 2019, doi: 
10.1051/epjconf/201921107005.

https://doi.org/10.1051/epjconf/201921107005


Problematic when bad exp - cov
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P. Helgesson et al., “Assessment of Novel Techniques for Nuclear Data 
Evaluation,” Reactor Dosimetry: 16th International Symposium, Nov. 
2018, doi: 10.1520/STP160820170087
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With  GP

https://doi.org/10.1520/STP160820170087


Solution 2:
GP in the parameter domain

• Energy-dependent parameters1,2 around ‘global’ parameters β
• The energy-dependence modeled with GP

𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗 = 𝑓𝑓 𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗 ;𝛃𝛃 + 𝛅𝛅(𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗) + 𝜀𝜀 ; 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖(𝐸𝐸) ∼ 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

• At each E: 
– Consistent physics
– Meaningful 

parameters
– Extrapolation to other

isotopes? 

[1] P. Helgesson and H. Sjöstrand, “Treating model defects by fitting smoothly varying model parameters: Energy dependence in nuclear data evaluation,” Annals of Nuclear Energy, vol. 120, pp. 35–
47, Oct. 2018, doi: 10.1016/j.anucene.2018.05.026.
[2]G. Schnabel,et al., “Conception and software implementation of a nuclear data evaluation pipeline,” arXiv:2009.00521 [nucl-ex, physics:nucl-th, physics:physics], Sep. 2020, 
http://arxiv.org/abs/2009.00521.
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• The system gives flexibility to 
• parameter best estimate
• parameter uncertainty

• Data at a certain energy will not fully constrain the 
model at all energies. 

Observation
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Reproduces data…

but… 28

(26−FE−56(N,P)25−MN−56



Parameter variations 

• Rapid variations in parameters
• Possibly to small uncertainties  
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Solution 3: Combining the methods, 
but with a zero mean function

( )( );j j j mEy f E β εδ ε= + + +mε prior
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Regression:  

( )( ); jjf E Eβ δ+

Model used: 



Observation 1

( )( );j j j mEy f E β εδ ε= + + +

• Adding also a GP on the 
observable side ‘favors’ the 
orginal model: 
Mostly small updates of the 

original model
• ‘Smoother’ behavior 

( )( );j j jEy f E β δ ε= + +
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( );jf E β



Observation 2

• Still reproduces data
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(26−FE−56(N,P)25−MN−56



Hope 1: learn new physics
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If d1adjust n is always low at low energies, maybe we 
should rewrite our models. 



Hope 2: less sensitive to data errors
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Without  GP
With  GP added on the 
observable



Technical detail: On computational 
cost 

Vanilla gaussian processes scale poorly with data O(n^3)

Solutions: Data reduction or approximate model

Approximate model: 
- m pseudo inputs z 
- evaluate k(z,z')
- linear interpolation to data points 

Integrates smoothly and takes full advantage of existing pipeline 
software

Linear mapping matrices are sparse, ie. fast computations

Care has to be taken to choose z such that features of the data 
are captured by the grid, ie. not too sparse
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General remark
• Using Machine Learning algorithms to treat model 

defects instead of replacing the entire physical model 
with a ML algorithm 
– Keeps most of the physics
– Retains possibility to learn physics
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Conclusions
• Model defects are a problem in nuclear data evaluation 

(and many other domains!)
• GP can be used to treat model defects

1. Adding GP on the observable
2. GP in parameter domain 
3. GP parameter domain + GP prior on observable.

• Retains more of the model. 
• Hypothesis: less sensitive to errors in exp. cov.  

37Thank you for your attention !
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